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Abstract: Culture as a social phenomenon, has the capacity of the direct and indirect effects on  human  life.
The most important part of culture in modern society is the legal culture. Establishing the rule of law,
Kazakhstan society has to solve the problem of formation of legal culture and, above all, pedagogic education
of legal culture in youth. On the basis of integration of the provisions and findings acquired in the teaching
science, the work shows the urgency of developing a legal culture in Kazakhstan students, the need and
pedagogical conditions of the studied process, the component structure and content of social-project
competency. The authors developed a model of the legal culture of students, which includes four blocks: the
definition of objectives, content blocks, organizational block and the block of efficiency. The paper presents
the technology for forming the legal culture of students, as well as the criteria and indicators of the level of legal
culture formation in the students, analyzes the experience of the developed educational technology in higher
education. The article presents the empirical results for the formation of the legal culture of students.
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INTRODUCTION According to N.E. Elikbayev and L.N. Elikbaeva, the

Youth is the future of Kazakhstan and this future society, for improving the life of people by strengthening
depends on the activity of youth, its consciousness, the legal foundations of the state [2].
creative and responsible attitude to life and on the level of Students, being the most educated, professionally
legal culture. Youth inherits the current level of social qualified and cultural part of youth, largely determine the
development, implements the function of social overall level of legal culture of young people in general,
reproduction, is the main actor in the economic and directly impacting further development of legal culture of
political initiatives, the object and subject of education society depends on [3].
and training. At the same time, due to objective reasons The essence of the legal culture as a part of cultural
youth is fragile in terms of basic spiritual and moral identity of the student is a high level of legal knowledge
standards and values, lack of experience and lack of legal and skills and the developed personality traits, to the
culture. utmost   allowing  self-realization  in  legal  and

The role of law as a cultural phenomenon is to community-oriented activities.
provide a succession of social forms of life, sustainability,  According to A. Zhigulin, main ways for forming and
the relative duration of the existence of class-specific developing the legal culture of students are:
communities, each being a link in a natural historical
process. Law is the only form of culture, which in its Passive way, which is characterized by natural
origin, nature, functions and technology aims to hold the inclusion of young people in the legal profession,
integrity of the concrete historical and social systems, development of a culture without any special
which determines a special place of law in the human programs for legal culture formation. This is
culture [1]. characterized by gradual development of the legal

study of legal culture is important primarily for the
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culture of students, which increases the chance of Given the requirements for the level of training, it is
the process irreversibility, although stretching it over possible to construct a model of the legal culture of
time. students.
Active one involves targeted action, first of all from The model includes activation of the discipline
the young person, in forming and developing the potential by its very nature, the actualization of the
legal culture. relationship "teacher  -  student"  selection  of  the
Comprehensive way of legal culture formation in content  of scientific  information  for   the  development
students is based  on  the  establishment of of intelligence, expanding horizons of students, the
objective and subjective legal pedagogical formation of    professional   orientation,   moral  and
conditions. This way is possible only in combination legal values and activation of independent research
with the active position of youth, targeted actions of activity.
the state and public organizations and the creation of Based on this definition of legal culture, the following
purposeful educational programs. Strengthening of components may be distinguished in its structure:
legal thinking in youth, though important, is only the cognitive, motivational, activity and personal.
initial stage of entry into the legal culture [4]. Cognitive component of the legal culture includes the

According to   the   foreign  authors,  the  legal and content of legal regulations.
culture  is   formed   in  the  course  of  legal  education Motivational component of legal culture reflects the
and  legal  training  [5]. Legal education is a necessary emotional and sensual manifestations of the individual in
part of the cultural image of the personality and a relation to the legal facts, events, rules, offenders and
prerequisite of its successful life in society [6]. The legal offenses and motivation of legal behavior.
knowledge promotes social activity of citizens, proper Action component of the legal culture is directly
understanding of legal phenomena and conscious related to the ability to apply the obtained legal
adherence to the requirements of the law. Such knowledge knowledge in practice, to orient proper behavior to the law
teaches to find the facet between the permitted and and to show a legal activity in various areas.
forbidden [7]. The personal component of legal culture reflects

Under the legal education of students we mean the personal qualities of students: susceptibility to legal
process of mastering the body of legal knowledge and information, communication, ability to plan activities, the
skills, increasing the level of legal competence and as a ability to critically evaluate the results, etc.
consequence, the level of legal culture of the individual, It should be noted that, in teaching science and
which generally determine social and legal image of the practice, modeling is regularly used as a method of
individual student. research, allowing more thoroughly understanding the

Legal education is a systematic activity of the state nature of the research object, which in this case is the
and public organizations and individuals aimed at forming formation of the legal culture of the students. Result of
legal opinions and beliefs, moral and legal orientations the simulation is a model.
and attitudes that provide execution of law and create a In developing the model for forming the legal culture
proactive stance in law enforcement and the individual of students in the course of their training, we proceeded
law-making [8]. from the notion of the model as a system, which includes

Traditionally, in the educational institutions special the purpose, content, methods and tools, as well as the
disciplines are a priority. This situation is understandable, result of the educational process.
because education is realized taking into account the The developed model of the legal culture of students
profile of the institution. However, it should be noted that takes the form shown in Figure 1. This model of forming
the underestimation of the importance of legal disciplines the legal culture of the students consists of four parts:
in the training of students can have negative
consequences [9]. Block of goal-setting, which reflects the planned

The low level of legal culture may put graduates in learning outcomes. In this model, the goal is to form
terms of social insecurity and difficult adaptation to future the legal culture as an integral component of the
professional activities [10]. professional culture of the future expert;

assimilation of basic legal knowledge, legal terminology
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Fig. 1: Model of forming legal culture of students 

A meaningful block, which includes cognitive, The model for forming the legal culture of students
motivational, activity and personal components of was the basis for practical formation of legal culture in the
the legal culture. Formation of legal culture of the educational process.
student is seen as a process aimed at the student and Technology of forming the legal culture of students
developing his or her professionalism. In this regard, is presented in Fig. 2
this process should include not only acquiring of
legal knowledge, but also the creation of motivation, The work has identified the following difficulties in
development of students' interest in the law in forming the legal culture of students:
general, the ability to use this knowledge in practice,
the formation of values relation to the profession and A different level of training and formation of legal
its legal regulation; culture of students;
Organization block that is represented by a number Lack of legal awareness and understanding of the
of pedagogical conditions, realizing which we greatly need to create a legal culture;
increase the efficiency of forming the students’ legal A negative reaction of students to the situations
culture; proposed for the analysis, the errors made in solving
Effective block, which shows the effectiveness of the the problem tasks;
educational process, reflects the changes made in Passivity of certain students;
accordance with the stated purpose. Assessment of Occurrence of interpersonal conflicts among
the impact is a diagnostics of the level of students; monopolizing the right to vote by one of
components’ formation being a part of the legal the students during execution of the group task;
culture. difficulty with wording the conclusions and

Thus, the presented model of legal culture of Disagreement of some students with the outcomes of
students has a certain structure, aimed at improving the legal culture formation.
legal training of students.

The proposed model of forming the legal culture of To assess     the    level    of    legal   culture
students allows better presenting the process of formation   in    students     we     applied     the   criteria
preparing students for future professional activities and and    indicators      of      legal      culture    formation
their legal regulation. (Table 1).

summarizing;
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Fig. 2: Technology for developing the legal culture of students

Table 1: Criteria and indicators of legal culture formation among students.
Criteria of legal culture formation among students  Criteria parameters
Degree of successfulness in problem solving in Understanding of the terms of the legal situation.
the process of legal act Analysis of the legal problems.

Ability to relate legal challenges to specific legal regulations.
The ability to make the right legal decision.
Explanation (logical alignment of the chain of arguments / counterarguments).
Declaration of proper legal position.
Prediction of the consequences of the given legal solution.

Orientation in selection of tools during legal activities Using the baggage of legal knowledge to deal with legal problems.
Selection of purposeful legal solution.
Objective assessment of legal reality.

Availability of legal value orientations Love of motherland, patriotism.
Harmonious manifestation of patriotism and culture of international communication.
Respect to the government.
The desire for peace.
Execution of laws.
Inner freedom.
Discipline and responsibility.

Based on the criteria of legal culture formation in changes in the law in the country, an active legal position,
students, we identified and validated five levels of legal a correct understanding of the shortcomings of modern
culture: high, above average, average, below average and legislation and adequate choice of legal action in a given
low. The high level of legal culture is characterized by a situation. The students, whose level of legal culture
good knowledge of the rights, interest in legal validity and formation is above average, demonstrated gaps in the
activities, deep conviction of the need for fundamental knowledge of law.
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